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The Ninja Highway: Game Overview: Features: -Jumping, running, falling and dodging -Skill Upgrade: -Easy to learn -Passive character -Intuitive Controls -60 Levels (New level are added continuously ) 5 Storyline: 1. The death of the Emperor: 2. The legend of the two kobold: 3. The emperor return: 4. The
sons of the sky: 5. The emperor succeed: Other Features: 1. Easily to get new bonus 2. Easy to get new clothes 3. No limit of gold 4. No limit of the number of times 5. Easy to get more weapon 6. Cheap price! 7. Touch screen support 8. Simple rules 9. Easy to customize 10. Smooth transition between
scenes 11. Helpful tips in levels 12. I’m cheaaaap! Xiaoyi technology have released a new game, the TigerQiuQiu is a Ninja, Jump up to the hill, and kill all enemy. This game has all natural screen which can avoid your devecee habbit. With the NinjaHill, the game keep you on the same speed of the game
play, but this game has the fighting ability of lead you to a high speed based on you jump jump. If you want to master the game in the traditional style or the fast speed game, this game you can choose one style after the introduction of the game play. This game will provide you with the unlimited simple
rules and difficulty because the game needs the skill and intelligence to play the game. The first day will show you to the course and give you the easy mode and for those who want a more harder course will be delayed. You must be an interesting person to play this game. Play Terraria as if you were in an
exploration expedition, in the end is your friends and enemies but also a few trees and other creatures! Our Week A new stage will appear! Battle arena, a tourney in which you will earn new weapons and experience to upgrade! The links will be posted after the week in the event of the changes are
launched! Abilities and Pets is one of our most requested features, as it is required to help get stronger within battle. We have listened to your requests, and we hope that you enjoy this new feature. The improvements and additions

Features Key:
Original soundtrack recorded at RIM Music Studios
Recorded and mixed in 7.1 Surround Track listing: 01. FULL METAL ALCHEMY 02. FINAL WAR 03. ELF WARRIOR 04. FORTRESS BUILDER 05. THE ARCANE CHORUS 06. NO JAPANESE ENGINE 07. T.M.F.G. Re-Imagined
Two game modes: Story campaign and Score Attack  
Extras: feature lengths, cold cuts, commentary tracks, and 4-page mini comic
International box contains the CD and English language insert.
Release date November 1st (North America)
The label not-so-helpfully refers to the game as "Retail Exclusive Distributed by Coretronic Systems"
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TINY METAL: FULL METAL RUMBLE
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